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Abstract-h this paper, we investigate the problem of the stabilization of the angular velocity 
of the rigid body with one control torque applied on the minor axis. The trajectories of this system 
evolve on cylinders. We study the stability when restricted to these invariant manifolds and we give 
a feedback law which stablizes the rigid body about the middle axis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been much interest in the problem of stabilizing the Euler angular velocity of the rigid 
body with n 5 2 torques. Bloch and Marsden consider in [l] the problem of the stabilization 
of a rigid body around the middle axis with one control torque applied about its minor axis. 
This problem has also been considered differently by Aeyels in [2]. Notice that this problem is 
different from one which is concerned with the stabilizability of the origin of the Euler equations 
and which has been studied in [2-51. In this communication, we analyze more closely this question 
and prove results about the stability. To be more precise, the rigid body equations with a single 
torque about the minor axis are: 
&i = aiwzws, 
$2 = azwswi, (I) 
53 = a3wlw2 + 21, 
12 - 13 where al = ~ 13 - 11 I1 - 12 
I1 
, a2 = ~ 
12 
and as = p, Ii, I;, and I3 being the principal moments 
13 
of inertia (we assume Ii > 12 > Is). The free rigid body equation (system (1) with ZL = 0) has 
relative equilibria when 
(wl,w2,w3) = (fl,o,o), 
(wl,w2iw3) = (o,O,fi), 
and when 
(wl,w2rw3) = (0,&O). 
The first two cases, which correspond to rotation about the major or minor axis, are well-known 
to be stable, while the last case, rotation about the intermediate axis, is unstable. 
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We study the stability when restricted to the invariant manifolds: more precisely, it is clear 
that the trajectories of system (1) evolve on cylinders which are the level surfaces of the function 
WH -U~W: + alwz; these trajectories satisfy on the cylinder the following equations: 
1: = 0, 
e = -&iiyigwg, (2) 
;3=&& r2cosBsin8+u, 
where r = -azwf + uIwg WI = (-az)-‘/2r cos0 and w2 = (al)- li2r sin 8. The intersection 
set S between the middle axis and the cylinder is constituted by two points A and B, the 
question is: can we find a feedback law in such a manner that point A is an asymptotically stable 
equilibrium point for closed-loop system (1) when restricted to the cylinder. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
We are looking for feedbacks for which the singular points of the closed-loop system (2) are 
in S and this for each cylinder -azwf + alwi = c. Since we consider only analytic feedbacks, the 
set of singular points is exactly equal to S. 
PROPOSITION 1. The closed-loop system 
c.21 = alw2w3, 
d.5 = a2wlw3, 
Ij3 = -w3 - a2wl(-a2wF + alwg), 
(3) 
defined from system (1) by the feedback: 
U(W) = -a3wlw2 - w3 - a2wl(-a2wf + alwz) 
is stable about the origin. 
PROOF. Consider the function V defined by: 
V(w) = f ( wg + (-a2wz + alw,2) ( 1 -a2w;” + alw,2 + w2 + a, >> . 
Clearly V is positive definite; if we compute p, the derivative of V along the trajectories of the 
closed-loop system, we get: 
P(w) = -w;, 
which is nonpositive. I 
Following the Lasalle’s principle [6], we can say that the trajectories of the closed-loop system 
tend towards the largest invariant set contained in the locus {w / c(w) = 0). Now along the 




-a2w1 (-a2wf + alw,2) 1. 
Clearly, the largest invariant set is constituted by the line of equation WI = 0 in this plane. 
Now the trajectories of the closed-loop system (3) evolve on the cylinders of equation -a2wf 
+ alwg = c (the function w H -azwy + alw2 2 is a first integral for system (1)) so we can say that 
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each trajectory tends towards the set {A,, B, } where A, and B, are the points of coordinates 
(0, E,O) and (0, -6,O). More precisely, we have: 
PROPOSITION 2. For the closed-loop system (3) restricted to the cylinder of equation -azwf 
+ alwg = c (c > 0), we have the following description: 
l the point A, is an equilibrium point which is locally asymptotically stable, 
l there is 2 trajectories whose w-limit set is constituted by point B,, 
l the w-limit set of the points which are not on these trajectories is equal to point A,. 
PROOF. The equations of system (3) when restricted to the cylinder are: 
e = -JYQGw3, 
ti3 = -w3 + r3dz~~~e. 
(4) 
Around point A,, the matrix of the linearized system is: 
which is asymptotically stable. This proves the first point of the proposition. 
Around point B,, the matrix of the linearized system is: 
( 0 -&GE r3J-X 1 -1 ’ 
which has two eigenvalues of unlike signs. Locally, point B, is a saddle-point, this proves the 
second point of the proposition. 
As explained above all the trajectories of system (4) tend towards the set {A,, B,}. Let us 
denote by X the vector field for the system (4), by Xt(.) the flow generated by this vector field 
and by d the distance on the cylinder. For a point M on the cylinder, if we have 
VE > 0, 3T > 0 : d(Xr(M), B,) < E, (5) 
then, since point B, is locally a saddle-point, M is on one of the two trajectories whose w-limit 
set is B, (or is equal to point B, itself). If (5) is not true, then 
VE > 0, 3T > 0 : d(Xr(M), A,) < E, (6) 
and if E is choosen sufficiently small, XT(M) 1 ies in the basin of attraction of point A, which 
proves that the w-limit set of M is A,. I 
Thus system (4), when restricted to an dense open subset of the cylinder (the cylinder minus 
point B, and the two trajectories of Proposition 2), is globally asymptotically stable about 
point A,. 
REMARK. A slight modification in the feedback u (itemization suffices to put U(W) = 
-aswiwz - wg + (--LYazwi + ,Baiwz)(-azwf + aiwz)) can transform points A, and B, into any 
pair of opposite points in the plane of equation wg = 0. 
Prom the point of view of the stabilization about the middle axis, is itemization possible to 
get the best design for the trajectories of the closed-loop system (1) on the cylinder? If we use 
analytic feedbacks, we cannot have only one singular point in the intersection of the cylinder 
and the plane ws = 0, but can we have two singular points, say A and B, such that A is locally 
asymptoticaly stable and such that the a-limit set of every point which is different from B on 
the cylinder is A and the w-limit set of every point which is different from A is B? As stated in 
the following proposition, the answer is no. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a vector field defined on a finite dimensional manifold M and suppose 
that there exist two singular points A and s2 for X such that: 
l 0 is locally asymptotically stable, 
l the w-limit set of every point in M which is different from A is Cl, 
l the a-limit set of every point in M which is different from s2 is A. 
Then M is a compact manifold. 
PROOF. Let x = (zn)~ko be a sequence of points in M, we will prove that we can extract from z 
a convergent subsequence. 
Let U and V be two open disjoint neighborhoods of A and R, respectively. If x, E U or xn E V 
for an infinity of indices n, then we can extract a convergent subsequence from z because both 
c and v are compact. Now suppose that x, E U U V only for a finite number of indices n, even 
if we have to suppress some terms in the sequence 2, we can assume that IC, @ U U V for all n. 
Since R is stable, there exist an open neighborhood Vo c V of R such that for every initial 
condition .z E Vo, X,(z) E V for all t 2 0. Since A is the a-limit set of every point in M, for all 
n there exist t, 2 0 such that X-t, (x,)aU and since u is compact, there exist a subsequence 
(X+_ (x~J>,>, of (X_,,,(X,))~~~ which converges towards y E dU. 
If the sequence (tnk)nkl~ is bounded, we can suppose (even if we have to consider a subsequence 
of (t,,),,?~) that t,, tends to T > 0, and then we have 
lim &, 
nk++CC 
(x-t-, (xn,,) = n@& xn, = XT(Y). 
If the sequence is consider positive T that E 
(such number since w-limit of is For t,, large, have 
(X-t,* E because (x,,) Y, now we have Xt,,-T (X-t,,& (G,)) = xnk 
with t,, - T > 0 if t,, is large enough but this is impossible because Xt(z) E V for all t > 0 and 
all z E VO. I 
REMARK. There is a major topological difference between our problem and the one considered by 
Aeyels and Szafranski [7]: in their case, the invariant manifolds are composed with two connected 
components diffeomorphic to Iw2. In our case, the invariant manifolds are cylinders which are 
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